
.......”Urgent has a new name” 

telephone 8542.2000  

“quebec couriers sets higher standards and always will.” 
 

“true Integrity is doing the right thing when no one will ever know you did.” Anonymous  

our policy is simple; we offer our customers a service that is      
transparent and cost effective. 

 If you value your corporate profile and only work with 
partners that share this philosophy. 

“look no further”  

 

by offering various levels of service, quebec couriers 
ensures its partners have the opportunity to control and 
monitor all of its deliveries. 

“its that simple”  

    direct             premium                      standard 

all available via internet booking 

pathology 

                blood samples 

                               on table surgery deliveries 

                        time critical deliveries 

all general courier work including  

one tonne trays & vans 

     

 



.......”Urgent has a new name” 

telephone 8542.2000  

“quebec couriers sets higher standards and always will.” 
 

“when your work speaks for itself, shut up.” anonymous  

since 1975 quebec couriers has and continues to set 
the benchmark in customer service. 

sick of waiting for that ring back on delivery concerns. 

proof of delivery.                        detention time issues. 

“not with us” 

 

trays, “not a problem” one or two pallets.  

                     book as urgent for delivery deadlines. 

         standard bookings save money. 

e-signatures and internet reports via email. 

internet booking.                                                   delivery times. (live) 

internet tracking. 

 

  

hand held pda’s  

“we can email you a 
picture if need be.” 

quebec one 1975 



.......”Urgent has a new name” 

telephone 8542.2000  

“quebec couriers sets higher standards and always will.” 
 

audit trails showing exact locations. 

“check out our A track system today.” 

 

  

“anybody can cut prices, but it takes brains to produce a better product.” Armour PD  

 

ever wondered where your driver is? 

                         locate vehicles from your desktop?? “easy”!!!! 

 

locations accurate to within 5 metres. 

        mapping or hybrid views available.  

Audit for Driver 0014    12 May 2012 

Time Lat Long Details 

9:47:00 -37.921711 145.158079 781  Springvale Rd, Mulgrave, VIC 3170 

9:48:00 -37.921988 145.157559 783  Springvale Rd, Mulgrave, VIC 3170 

9:49:00 -37.921238 145.158173 775  Springvale Rd, Mulgrave, VIC 3170 

9:50:00 -37.918826 145.158736 692  Springvale Rd, Mulgrave, VIC 3170 

9:51:00 -37.918724 145.158708 692  Springvale Rd, Mulgrave, VIC 3170 

9:52:00 -37.919812 145.16922  427 Wellington Rd, Mulgrave, VIC 3170 

9:53:00 -37.921281 145.180834 447  Wellington Rd, Mulgrave, VIC 3170 

9:54:00 -37.922369 145.189066 598  Wellington Rd, Mulgrave, VIC 3170 

9:55:00 -37.923381 145.197275 676  Wellington Rd, Mulgrave, VIC 3170 

9:56:00 -37.925343 145.212616 797  Wellington Rd, Rowville, VIC 3178 

9:57:00 -37.926588 145.221453 863  Wellington Rd, Rowville, VIC 3178 

9:58:00 -37.927962 145.23284 943  Wellington Rd, Rowville, VIC 3178 


